Sunray Gardens Tree Trail

Nature is painting for us, day after day, pictures of infinite beauty if only we have the
eyes to see them.
― John Ruskin

Sunray Gardens Tree Trail
Sunray Gardens was originally part of the Casina Estate of 15 acres that was created in 1619. Casina House, designed by
John Nash, was built in 1796 for the solicitor Richard Shaw, and the grounds and water garden were designed by
Humphry Repton. At one time Napoleon’s brother Joseph Bonaparte lived there. Later on the grounds were used for
flower shows and events, farm animals grazed in the meadows, and the lake was used for fishing.
Casina House was finally demolished in 1906 and most of the land was acquired for much needed social housing which
was the basis of the Sunray Estate formed in 1920. The area around the lake was preserved as open space for
recreational purposes and was first known as the Casino Open Space, then renamed Sunray Gardens in 1923. The lake
was stocked with fish and local people used to fish there as the Sunray Anglers. Some of the large trees around the lake
were lost in the great storm of 1987. The Friends of Sunray Gardens was formed in 1997 to preserve and improve the
park. Sunray Gardens was refurbished in 2001 with the help of a lottery grant of £220k and matched funding from
Southwark Council.
Sunray Gardens has many older trees including London Planes, Limes, Ash trees, Weeping Willows, Alders with many
young ash, alder, sycamore, horse chestnuts shooting up in unexpected places and new shoots are renewing the
remains of the Elm Wood. In recent years trees from around the world have been added, which gives Sunray Gardens
an interesting collection of trees.

The tree trail starts just outside the entrance at the junction of Red Post Hill, Elmwood Road and Beckwith Road where
there is a (1) Turkish Hazel (Corylus colurna) –The nuts are larger than the Common Hazel and very popular with the
squirrels, and the cups are very bristly and contorted. The tree is also valued for its pink-brown timber which is used in
making furniture.
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(2) Horse Chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum), this is a young tree just inside the entrance, and another more mature Horse
Chestnut standing further back in the park with its characteristic twisted trunk. They originated in North Greece and
Albania and after their introduction in 1616 were widely planted. They are big handsome trees with large unusual and
easily recognisable leaves. The flower spikes in the shape of candles appear in May and consist of up to 50 individual
white flowers each with a pink spot. Sadly Horse Chestnuts are afflicted by the larva of a leaf-mining moth which from
mid-July causes the leaves to wilt and die. There is also a fungal infection known as bleeding canker which can also be
fatal. Nevertheless Horse Chestnuts remain very popular trees, particularly for the vast numbers of conkers that appear
in the autumn.
Just round to the right is a (3) Cabbage Palm (Cordyline australis) – The Cabbage Palm is a small evergreen tree with several
stout branches arising from a single trunk although this one has a small second trunk. Leaves are long sword-shaped in
dense clusters at the branch tips and they have large panicles of small fragrant cream flowers. They originated in New
Zealand.
Just a little further a very slender tree - a small (4) Saucer Magnolia (Magnolia x Soulangiana) still very young and not yet
easily identifiable until more mature and flowering.
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Turning on to the left pathway, there is the first of three (5) Norway Maples (Acer platanoides) – Norway Maples are
distinguished from other maples by their larger leaves with pointed rather than blunt lobes and by the presence of one
or more teeth on all of the lobes. The fruits are paired samaras with widely diverging wings. Timber is used for furniture,
flooring and musical instruments and it is believed that many Stradivarius and other older Italian violins have probably
been constructed from Norway Maples.

Leaning over the railings into Elmwood Road is a (6) Common Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) – a common plant in most
hedgerows, but as a tree can grow to 15m tall, with leaning trunks, growing rather slowly but very long-lived. Leaves are
small with toothed lobes, cut at least halfway to the midrib - twigs with sharp thorns, white flowers, fruit are red haws
with one pip.
The Common Hawthorn is a Native British tree, which can be defined as a species that was present in Britain when
flooding divided Britain from mainland Europe and the English Channel was created, which was some time after the end
of the last ice age around 10,000 years ago.
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Along the bank of the lake are several (7) Common Alders (Alnus glutinosa) and many more on the opposite bank of the
lake. These are also a Native British tree. They are very suited to growing near water and are often dominant on river
banks and in bogs. The timber is waterproof and has been used wherever waterproofed wood is required such as in the
foundations of buildings in Venice. Also used for making clogs. Often with twisted branches, leaves are dark, leathery
and racquet shaped, often with the end indented. Male catkins dark red in winter and small green cones turning to
brown in the following year.

On the left of the path are four (8) London Planes (Platanus x hispanica). London Plane is a hybrid between the American
Sycamore and the Oriental plane from South East Europe and Western Asia. Being a hybrid the London Plane is more
vigorous than either parent and can attain great age and height. The oldest Plane trees in London are still thriving after
320 years. They are tough trees that have been much planted in London streets and parks where they can tolerate high
pollution levels. The bark is a scaly khaki-camouflage. The leaves are large, thick and maple-like. When the leaves are
shed in the autumn the fruits are very noticeable – they are 3 cm balls of hairy seeds which last all winter and break up
in the spring.
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In front of the fourth London Plane is a (9) Common Lime (Tilia x europaea) - this is a hybrid of broad and small-leaved
limes, and for the last 300 years have been the most planted limes. Buds are fat, leaves typically 10x10 cm, flowers
hanging 4-10 per bract. These lime trees have very many shoots growing from the base, known as epicormic growth,
which should be pruned regularly for the health of the tree. There are several of these Common Limes in the park.
Overhanging the railings into Elmwood Road is a (10) Cork Oak (Quercus suber) – a small evergreen oak tree with low
twisted branches from the Mediterranean basin where Cork Oak forests cover wide areas. Fossil remnants show the
tree to be an ancient species. They are slow-growing and can live for 250 years. They have a very thick and deeply
ridged bark which is harvested as cork. They can be harvested every 7 to 10 years with a small axe after which a new
layer of cork regrows, which made it a renewable resource by the Romans for buoys in fishing nets and for making
sandals. Used today for wine bottle corks, shuttlecocks, insulation panels, floor and wall tiles and sound-proofing. The
green leaves are oval, hard, crinkled, curved down with 5-6 shallow spine-tipped lobes each side. The leaves fall in the
second year of growth. Small acorns sit in a deep cup fringed with elongated scales.
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On the bank of the lake are several (11) English Elms (Ulmus procera) – These Elms are the remains of the Elm Wood of
Elmwood Road.
When Dutch Elm Disease came here from North America in the 1960s it devastated our English Elms, and over 20 million
trees were destroyed. These Elm trees here are all still relatively young and have not yet reached the height at which
the DED beetles fly at over 9 metres, so these trees have remained undetected to date. From the age of 20, they
become more vulnerable as they gain height, so the 7 Elms here between about 15 and 25 years’ old are all at risk.
However they have all spread by suckers to produce many more young Elm trees which should remain healthy until they
also reach maturity. There have been several times in recorded history when Elm trees have been reported as being
under the threat of extinction. In Roman times they were used to support vines by wine producers before they were
apparently wiped out by disease. So the Elm tree has proved very resilient over many years. It does now appear that
one of the tallest of these Elms is not in the best of health.
Bark is brown, rough and fissured, buds are ovoid, pointed and hairy, leaves are round to oval, toothed with rough, hairy
texture, scrubby and buckled with uneven bases at the leaf stalk, flowers hang in tassels, dark pink to red. The leaves on
these Elms have pimples from a leaf gall that is unsightly but not harmful to the tree.
John Constable frequently painted elms in his landscapes to capture the flavour of lowland England. Hopefully English
Elms or some of the hybrid Elms developed to counter the disease will in time take their place again in the English
landscape.

Just inside the Elmwood Road gate is a (12) Golden Rain Tree (Koelreuteria paniculata) – also known as Pride of India
although originating in China. The rough bark is purplish-brown with small orange fissure. Leaves have from 7 to 15
leaflets with deeply serrated margins, unfolding red in late May, turning pale yellow then green, and in autumn yellow
and brown. Dramatic flowers of mustard-yellow plumes. The pinkish bladders, like Chinese lanterns, turning deep
orange in the autumn, each hold 3 pea-size seeds. Any Chinese lanterns left over from the previous year are now
brown.
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Following the path round the corner on the right are several (13) Fig (Ficus carica) - normally requiring dry conditions,
these are almost in the water. These are very slender, but have quite large leathery leaves with a sour, minty aroma.
Also on the right are several (14) Elders (Sambucus nigra) – Elders are another Native British tree. The black berries are
used to make Elderberry wine. Bark is creamy grey with corky criss-cross ridges and often with warts. Leaves in opposite
pairs with 5 or 7 leaflets. In summer the flowers are in creamy plates and heavily scented.
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On the left is a (15) Broad-leaved Lime (Tilia platyphyllos) - This is the Lime that is a Native British tree. These are talldomed up to 42 m with grey bark often with criss-cross ridges and dull, dark green leaves, softly furry.

On both sides of the path are (16) Common Hazels (Corylus avellana) – also a Native British tree – It almost fails the
definition of a tree as unlikely to have just a single stem at the base. It is often found in hedges, and often coppiced, but
when allowed to grow can reach up to 12m and live for up to 80 years. Leaves nearly round, doubly toothed with a
sharp point at the tip, soft, hairy and floppy. Yellow male catkins open in late winter. Nuts ripen early in autumn and are
very popular with squirrels. Hazels have a reputation as a magical tree. A hazel rod protects against evil spirits, and
hazel nuts are carried as charms and held to ward off rheumatism.
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The small island is not easily accessed except by climbing along the low branch of a (17) Weeping Willow (Salix x
chrysocoma) – they are common beside running water, thriving in both damp and dry soils. They have ascending limbs but
drooping fine shoots. Pale grey-brown bark with shallow ridges, irregularly broad-domed, foliage pale yellow turning to
richer yellow, leaves are narrow and silky hairy. Slender catkins. Hippocrates, Galen, Pliny the Elder and others believed
willow bark could ease aches and pains and reduce fevers.
Tucked into the corner of the park is a double-trunked (18) Silver Birch (Betula pendula) – these birches are amongst
several birches which are Native British. These weeping silver birches are very graceful. They have white bark and long,
downward growing shoots at the ends of the branches which create an effect unmatched by other landscape trees. The
species is monoecious with male and female catkins found in the same tree. Some shoots are long and bear the
male catkins at the tip, while others are short and bear female catkins. The immature male catkins are present during
the winter but the female catkins develop in the spring.
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Further along and just the other side of the fence is an (19) English Oak (Quercus robur) – but included here as many of its
strong branches reach well into the park, and sadly there are no other English Oaks in this park. Also known as
Pedunculate Oak and Common Oak, and with the Sessile Oak are the only Native British oaks. Heavy spreading
branches make a broad crown, grey bark in knobbly ridges, leaves with irregular deep lobes with two tiny lobes at the
base called auricles, on very short stalks, but acorns often paired on a long stalk called a peduncle. These British native
trees provide a home for more leaf-eating insects than any other tree in Britain. Large mature oaks like this one can
have a quarter of a million leaves. It is our national tree thanks to its extraordinary height, venerable age and legendary
strength, all of which have given it the reputation of being king of the forest. Oak trees have been here for much longer
than humans, with remnants of the trees dating way back to the interglacial period about 300,000 years ago. They are
still the commonest trees in our shrinking woodlands. In the 1700s English Oak trees were in high demand by ship
builders, and were grown especially for the purpose. In fact every ship commissioned by Drake and Nelson used up the
wood from around 2,500 trees.
Alongside the lake amongst the many Common Alders is a very tall and upright (20) Swamp Cypress (Taxodium distichum) –
a large growing and long-lived tree, typically growing up to 35m with a trunk coloured grey-brown to reddish-brown
with shallow ridges. Leaves are alternate and linear. Unlike most cypresses it is deciduous and loses its leaves in winter,
and is known in the USA as the Bald Cypress. The seed cones are round, green and mature to greyish brown, containing
up to 40 seeds per cone. Swamp Cypress trees typically grow in swamps or waterlogged areas and have a peculiar
woody growth from the root system called ‘cypress knees’, which may help provide more oxygen to the tree or provide
more support and stability.
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Back to the rear of the park is a newly planted (21) Dawn Redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboides) – a deciduous conifer
from China. It is an ancient tree and while known about from fossil records it was thought to be extinct. It was rediscovered and the first specimens were brought to Britain in 1948. They have pale green leaves with opposite leaflets,
which turn into a rust colour in the autumn. They have a neat shape and have become very popular in parkland
planting.
Along the back of the park are three small (22) Dogwoods (Cornus kousa) – There are many different varieties of dogwood.
They flower in early summer with purple black berries later.
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On the right is the hard surface area used for football and netball, and on the left is the Casino Avenue alleyway. Just
here on the right is a (23) Japanese Pagoda Tree (Styphnolobium japonicum). The Japanese Pagoda tree is native to China
but for a long time has been cultivated and naturalised in Japan, where the trees were often planted in the grounds of
Buddhist temples. Also known as the Scholar Tree which has been planted in gardens and temple grounds in China for
over 2,000 years. It is also the symbol of the 8th moon - September -when the official examinations for the Civil Service
took place and the scholars studied beneath the tree. The tree has beautiful white flowers in August but flowering
normally only commences when the tree is 30–40 years old. Fruits form after the flowers fade, looking like bright green
strings of pearls.
In the same grassed area are three (24) Maidenhair (Ginkgo biloba) – These were introduced from China in 1758. Fossils
show that they existed over 270 million years ago. The leaves are fan-shaped and split down the middle. Ginkgos adapt
well to the urban environment, tolerating pollution and confined soil spaces. They rarely suffer disease problems, even
in urban conditions, and are attacked by few insects. For this reason, and for their general beauty, ginkgos are excellent
urban and shade trees, and are widely planted in parks and in many streets. The tallest of these three Ginkgo is a
relatively rare female tree which produces large yellow ovules containing seeds. These ovules litter the path in the
autumn, and have the most unpleasant pungent smell.
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Just behind these trees are three (25) Weeping Ashes (Fraxinus excelsior pendula) – these are formed by grafting on to a
Common Ash trunk with an umbrella-shaped crown of pendulous branches arching to the ground. Leaves are pinnate,
having leaflets or primary divisions arranged on each side of a common stalk, sometimes turning yellow in the autumn.
Once the female flowers have been pollinated by wind, they develop into conspicuous winged fruits, or 'keys', in late
summer and autumn.

Amongst the various shrubs are four small upright (26) Irish Yews (Taxus baccata fastigiata) – an upright growth of the
Common Yew, but also has small curved needles that grow all around the twig rather than in rows. Usually planted as an
ornamental tree.
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Moving round the edge of the children’s playground on the corner is a tree with a low branch on which the children
climb - a (27) Goat Willow (Salix caprea) also known as the Pussy Willow. A Native British tree or a shrub to a height up to
10 metres. The bark is coarsely fissured, buds are often yellowish and catkins soft, silky and silvery white which bud in
early spring. Willows are a rich habitat for insects, especially moths. Moth caterpillars feed on the willow leaves.
The Goat Willow has in the past been used for browsing by goats and other browsing mammals. Unlike most willows,
the leaves are oval rather than long and thin. They are hairless above, but with a felty coating of fine grey hairs
underneath, and have a pointed tip which bends to one side. Flowers are gold ‘pussies’ on male trees or silver ‘pussies’
on female trees, quickly shedding fluffy seeds. A fast-growing but short-lived tree. All willows were seen as trees of
celebration in biblical times, but this changed over time and today willows are more associated with sadness and
mourning. Traditionally willows were used to relieve pain, and the painkiller Aspirin is derived from salicin, a compound
found in the bark of all Salix species.

Next to the Goat Willow is a (28) Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris) which is also a Native British tree and one of the ancestors
of the cultivated apple. They have an irregular rounded shape and a wide spreading canopy. They have a ‘crabbed’
appearance because of gnarled and twisted twigs. The flowers have sweetly scented blossom, and are pollinated by
bees and other insects. Birds and mammals eat the fruit which is flushed red. Crab apples are traditionally associated
with love and marriage.
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Next to the Crab Apple is a (29) Box Elder (Acer negundo) – also known as Ashleaf Maple - a species of maple native to
North America. Unlike other maples has pinnately compound leaves with 3 to 7 leaflets, but simple leaves are also
sometimes present. Leaves are light green, turning yellow in autumn. The flowers are small and appear on drooping
racemes up to 8 inches long with slender hanging pedicels. The fruits are paired samaras. Very attractive from early
spring.

Along the other side of the path are four (30) White Mulberries (Morus alba) – they are fast growing small to medium size
trees that grow from 10 to 20 metres tall. They are native to Northern China but widely cultivated across the world as
they feed the silkworms employed in the commercial production of silk. They are also notable for the rapid release of
their pollen from the catkins which is launched at approximately 350 miles per hour which is over half the speed of
sound. The mulberries are poisonous when unripe, but edible when ripe. The fruit varies between white and pink and
tastes sweet but bland, unlike the more intense flavour of the Black Mulberry.
Cultivation of white mulberry for silkworms began over 4,000 years ago in China where they had discovered that White
Mulberry leaves were the food required for the tiny caterpillars that produce the precious silk fibres. China maintained
a monopoly on silk production for 2,000 years until Japan acquired the secret and in the 1400s France also began silk
production on a large scale. King James I wanted to break the French and Italian monopoly in Europe, so he had a 4 acre
mulberry garden planted just to the north of present day Buckingham Palace, tended by the King’s Mulberry Men, but
he made the mistake of planting the Black Mulberry instead of the White Mulberry, and the project failed.
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Along the fence just beyond the second mulberry is a (31) Common Yew (Taxus baccata) Another Native British tree. Yews
are often grown in hedgerows or along borders as here. They also grow into substantial trees, and self-seed over many
years. They are one of the world’s longest-lived trees with churchyards all over the country still containing Yews of over
2,000 years old. Rising to a height of 10 to 30 metres the tree has spreading branches and slightly drooping branchlets.
The bark is reddish brown and flaky, sometimes deeply fissured in very old trees.
Also a (32) Common Holly (Ilex aquifolium) – is a native British evergreen tree or shrub with distinct spiked, glossy leaves,
and can live for 300 years. The flowers are pollinated by insects and develop into scarlet berries which can remain on
the tree throughout the winter and are a vital food source for birds and small mammals during the winter. Holly wood is
the whitest of all woods, and is heavy, hard and fine grained. It can be stained and polished and is used to make
furniture or in engraving work. It is commonly used to make walking sticks.
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Alongside the path is a (33) Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica) – also known as Chinese plum or Japanese plum – is a native of
south-central China. It is a large evergreen shrub or tree with a rounded crown, short trunk and woolly new twigs.
Leaves are long, dark-green, tough and leathery. Loquats are unusual among fruit trees in that the flowers appear in the
autumn or early winter, and the fruits are ripe between early spring and early summer, but seldom in the UK. The
flowers are white with five petals and have a sweet, heady aroma that can be smelt from a distance. The fruits grow in
clusters, are pear-shaped with a yellow or orange skin, and the flavour is a mixture of peach, citrus and mango.

(34) Himalayan Birch (Betula utilis) – is noted for its sparkling white bark. Brought to Europe from 1849 from Nepal, India
and Tibet, where the bark was used as parchment for religious texts. Unlike the weeping Silver birch, the branches rise
stiffly . Leaves are dark and rather glossy on hairy stalks.
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Just behind is a (35) Wild Cherry (Prunus avium) – it is thought to be the most ornamental of our native broadleaf
woodland trees. The shiny bark is a deep reddish brown with prominent cream-coloured horizontal lines – ‘avium’ refers
to birds who eat the cherries and disperse the seeds. Leaves are oval, green and toothed, flowers are white, cup-shaped
and have five petals. After pollination by insects the flowers develop into globular deep-red cherries. Spring flowers are
an early source of nectar and pollen for bees, birds and mammals eat the cherries, and the foliage is the main food plant
for caterpillars of many species of moth.

(36) Olive (Olea europaea) – long grown around the Mediterranean - a small tree or shrub with thorny branches. The
leaves have a dark greyish-green colour above and are pale with whitish scales below. The small white flowers are
mostly on the last year's wood. The fruit is a small drupe 1–2 cm long and is cooked to make it less bitter and used in
many Mediterranean recipes, also used to make olive oil. The wood of the tree is very hard and is used to
make furniture. The leaves are good for the immune system and to bring down high levels of cholesterol. The oil is good
for the cardiovascular system and the circulation of fat in the body.
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At the back of the park are several (37) Lawson Cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana) – they are native to California and were
introduced to Britain in 1854. It is a large evergreen tree that can grow taller than 45 metres. The feathery foliage in
flat sprays is blue-green and gives off a scent like parsley. The small cones are pea-shaped and turn from green to cream
and then brown. The dense foliage provides shelter for nesting birds. The wood is strong and light and is used to make
musical instruments, especially guitars.
The magnificent tree at the Red Post Hill entrance is a (38) Common Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) – a native tree
Hornbeam means ’hard tree’ and was used for chopping blocks and cogwheels. Bark grey and smooth, leaves 7-12 cm,
double-toothed, corrugated, 10-13 veins. Male catkins in spring, the fruit is a small nut held in a leafy bract that is
slightly asymmetrical which makes it spin as it falls, improving wind dispersal. They can live for 300 years. There is
another fine Common Hornbeam just a little further round, plus several smaller Hornbeams along the boundary.
Immediately across the road at this exit to the park is a lovely Aspen (Populus tremula) whose leaves flutter in the breeze.
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Looking back into the Children’s Playground where there is a (39) Holm Oak (Quercus ilex) – One of the evergreen oaks,
the Holm Oak is a Mediterranean species long established here. It thrives to such a degree that it commonly seeds itself
and these saplings can be mistaken for Holly as the young leaves are similarly spiky. Often bushy and very dense. Leaves
evergreen and blackish, acorns small with felted cup-scales.
Also in the Playground but with branches leaning over the railings is a (40) Himalayan Tree Cotoneaster (Cotoneaster
frigidus) – with leaning trunk suitable for climbing. A semi-evergreen leaf is glossy-green, broad and elliptical. Flowers are
white to creamy-white in dense bunches which produce red berries in late autumn. The flowers attract bees and
butterflies and the berries are eaten by birds.
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On the other side of the path a (41) Cockspur Thorn (Crataegus crus-galli) – a small tree with unusual long thorns, and large
glossy dark green leaves which turn brilliant scarlet and red in autumn. Clusters of white flowers in spring followed by
red fruits which last well into the New Year.
Walking through the gate into the children’s grassy area, over near the boundary railings is a
(42) European Larch (Larix decidua)- which is a medium-size to large deciduous coniferous tree which can reach 45 metres.
It was introduced to Britain around 1629, and can live for 250 years. Green leaves are soft and needle-like, growing in
tufts from short woody knobs, turning golden yellow before falling in autumn. Cones are erect, ovoid-conic, green but
flushed red when immature, turning brown and opening to release the seeds when mature. The old cones commonly
remain on the tree for many years, turning dull grey-black. The larch was said to protect against enchantment.
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(43) Chusan Palm (Thrachycarpus fortunei)- also known as the Chinese Windmill Palm is a palm native to central China,
southern Japan and northern India. Robert Fortune brought specimens from China to Kew Gardens in 1849. It is a very
hardy palm, tolerating cold winters at very high altitudes. These palms grow less than a foot a year, so their age can be
estimated from their height. The leaves are fan-shaped on long petioles 3 feet across and irregularly divided. Flower
stalks emerge from the lower leaves with yellow inconspicuous flowers. The kidney-shaped fruits are about half an inch
long changing colour from red to black-blue as they ripen.

On the back of the flower bed the (44) Black Poplar (Populus nigra) - Black Poplar is said to be the most endangered native
timber tree in Britain. Mature trees grow to 30m and can live for 200 years. The bark often appears black. The leaves are
shiny, green and heart-shaped, flowers are catkins and are pollinated by wind, leaves have a faint scent of balsam. The
triangular leaves distinguish it from the white poplar which has rounded leaves. Timber is used to make carts,
floorboards, clogs and matches. Fallen red male catkins are said to be Devil’s fingers and bring bad luck if picked up.
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In front is a (45) Copper Beech (Fagus sylvatica purpurea) – or Purple Beech – a cultivar of the Common Beech . The leaves
are coppery to deep purple in colour.

At the back of the flower bed a (46) Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) – The sycamore can grow to a height of about 35 m
(115 ft) and the branches form a broad, rounded crown. The bark is grey, smooth when young and later flaking in
irregular patches. The leaves grow on long leafstalks and are large and palmate, with 5 large radiating lobes. The flowers
are greenish-yellow and hang in dangling flowerheads called panicles. They produce copious amounts
of pollen and nectar that are attractive to insects. The winged seeds or samaras are borne in pairs and twirl to the
ground when ripe. They germinate freely in the following spring. There are many self-seeded Sycamores in the park, and
for this reason they are not a popular tree with gardeners.
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In the front of the next flower-bed a (47) Manna Ash (Fraxinus ornus) – or South European flowering ash is a medium-sized
deciduous tree, an attractive domed tree that in early May is smothered in fragrant creamy-white flowers which have
delicate, skinny petals. The Manna Ash is smaller than most other Ash trees, but flowers earlier and more spectacularly,
but the autumn foliage display is just as attractive with the leaves turning green to yellow to red to purple and then
falling. It is also not vulnerable to the various diseases afflicting other Ash trees.

In the park there several of these tall trees - (48) Common Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) – This is the last of our native trees into
leaf. The leaves are pinnate, having leaflets in pairs on either side of a leaf stalk. It is also one of the first to drop its
leaves. It has winged fruits in the form of single wings known as ‘keys’ and they are often seen hanging in large bunches
late into the autumn. The timber is often used for traditional tool handles. It is also much valued as fuel, as the wood
burns well, even when green. It is a common woodland and hedgerow tree. The fungal infection Chalara fraxinea, also
known as Ash Dieback, which has ravaged other European countries has now spread to the UK, killing 90 per cent of the
trees it affects. The Common Ash is also under attack from the emerald ash borer beetle. There are fears that between
these two threats many of the country’s Common Ash trees will be lost, although there are very many self-seeded
Common Ash now growing around the nearside bank of the lake.
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Back out into the main part of the park is a (49) Common Beech (Fagus sylvatica) – These trees are widely planted across
Britain. On mature trees the base of the trunk is said to resemble an elephant’s foot and the silver bark is said to
resemble an elephant’s trunk. Beech nuts are enclosed in woody nut casings or cupules which are produced in great
quantities. Every 3 or 4 years there is a mast year when nuts are super-abundant. Buds are torpedo-shaped and leaves
are distinctive with tiny distant teeth and silky all over.
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Straight ahead another (50) London Plane (Platanus x hispanica) – is the largest tree in the park and probably the oldest at
over 200 years old. It is estimated that many trees in this country grow in circumference or girth by around one inch a
year. The girth of this tree at shoulder level is around 200 inches, so its age is probably around 200 years. This can only
be a rough estimate as the same tree growing in a confined space or more challenging location is likely to grow at a
slower rate. This tree has the benefit of a wide canopy in a wide area without any competition from other trees so has
probably grown faster than some of the other London Planes in the park, although most of these other London Planes
would appear to be between 150 and 200 years old, so could well have been planted at much the same time.
To the right, against the fence is a (51) Red Filbert (Corylus avellana Zellernus) – a purple-leaved variety of the Common
Hazel, but with deep purple foliage that emerges in spring in contrast with the long pink catkins that develop during the
winter. Like many purple-leaved trees the foliage gradually turns from deep purple to a dark green as it is exposed to
the summer sun. It has a rounded shape if left to its own devices. The delicious Red Filbert nuts arrive plentifully in the
autumn.
Towards the Horse Chestnut is a (52) Sweet Chestnut (Castanea sativa) – but not related. These trees were introduced
into Britain by the Romans. They have beautiful catkins in the summer, followed by a crop of chestnuts encased in spiny
husks. The Romans ground sweet chestnuts into a flour or coarse meal. Sweet chestnut is monoecious, with both male
and female flowers on the same tree.
This brings us to the end of the Tree Trail.

